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Maggid - Why is this Night Different
Rabbi Yehudah Prero (Torah.org)

A question about Mah Nishtana was presented to the readers not too
long ago. The question, succinctly stated, is: If we do unusual things on
the Seder night to inspire the children to ask questions, why wo we
have a Mah Nishtana, which appears to spoonfeed the children these
questions?

Thanks to the help of some readers of YOMTOV, as well as other
colleagues of mine (especially R' Aryeh Winter), I was directed towards
the explanation of the Ma Nishtana presented by the Malbim. Without
getting into the Malbim in great detail, the Ma Nishtana does not contain
the questions we expect the children to ask later on. Each child,
according to his or her level of comprehension, will ask questions
when unusual events crop up during the Seder. Whah the Ma Nishtana
does do is present a clear contrast of the two themes running
throughout the Seder - slavery and freedom. The first two questions
deal with the symbols of slavery on this night - Matzo and Maror, and
the second two deal with symbols of freedom - dipping and reclining.
This contrast allows us to realize how much we owe Hashem for
allowing the latter part - our freedom - to occur. Hence, with this feeling
of gratitude now swelling up inside us, we are now fullly aroused and
prepared to continue with the telling of the story of our departure with
the proper feeling and emotion. This is why one must say the Mah
Nishtana even when alone at the Seder.

After we conclude the invitation contained in Ha Lachma, the Mah
Nishtana, the Four Questions, are asked. The Aruch HaShulchan, Rav
Yechiel Epstein writes that these four "questions" should not be asked,
or intoned in an inquisitive manner. Rather they are to be said in a tone
of wonderment (as we see in the Pasuk of "Mah Gadlu Ma'asecha
Hashem - How great are your works, Hashem! ). We are saying "Look
how different tonight is from other nights: We eat only matzo, we dip
our food twice, we eat maror, and we recline!"

The Abarbanel comments that the Ma Nishtana is drawing our attention
to a very important point. Tonight, we act in ways that represent both
slavery and freedom. Our eating of the matzo and the maror
commemorates the harsh and bitter slavery, from which we suffered
greatly. Only moments after performing these commemorative actions,
we dip our foods and recline while eating. These are signs of nobility
and dignity. These are actions which represent our status as free men,
servants only to Hashem. The resulting question of "Why on this night
do we act in ways which are contradictory" yells out, begging for an
answer.

The answer to this question is Avadim Hayinu L'Pharoah B'Mitzrayim, we
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were slaves to Pharaoh in Egypt. However, on the same night that we
begun as slaves, Hotzi'ainu Hashem Elokienu Misham, Hashem took us
out from there, and we became a nation of free men. One one night in
history, we were both slaves, and free men. Contradictory actions on
this night are very appropriate.

Rav Yaakov Emden notes that there are two contradictory elements
contained in our enslavement. We were Avadim L'Pharoah, slaves to a
king. A certain level of dignity existed as our enslavement was to a king,
and not the Egyptians themselves. In fact, we see that the tribe of Levi
was accorded respect, in their not having to perform labor. This is
cause for a remembrance of our enslavement which is positive.

However, we were also slaves B'Mitzrayim, in Egypt. Mitzrayim was
descended from Cham, one of the sons of Noach. Because of the lack
of respect and disgrace that Cham showed towards Noach, he was
cursed. This curse was that Cham and his descendants were to be
eternal slaves. This meant that the B'nai Yisroel, by being slaves in Egypt,
were slaves of slaves. This is a great level of lowliness and degradation.
For this, we also have a remembrance. Because of these two aspects, it
is fitting to have contradictory symbols during the Seder.

As much as we are told that Purim is a Yom Tov of opposites - "ve-
nahapoch hu," the Pesach Seder has more than it's own share of
opposites. It can be confusing: Are we commemorating our freedom
and the Exodus from Egypt and slavery, or are we remembering the
bitterness of our years as slaves under the cruel rule of the Pharaohs of
Egypt. We recline, to demonstrate we are free. Yet we dip our food in
salt-water to remind ourselves of the tears of our slavery. We drink the
"Arba Kosos - four cups" of wine, which represent the "four languages
of redemption," but we eat charoses to commemorate the mortar
bricks we were forced to make. Maror reminds us of the bitter times we
spent in Egypt, yet we recline to demonstrate our liberty.

The explanation, however, is obvious. As our Sages put it, "Light is only
fully recognized when emerging from darkness." One can only
appreciate the importance of freedom after he fully understands what
slavery entails. To truly praise Hashem for taking us out of Egypt, we
must first learn about slavery, and even perform physical symbols to
bring home to us how bitter it actually was.

Matzah and maror can also be seen as "opposites," as the following
story illustrates.

Matzah and Maror - Worthy Mechutanim
Rabbi Eliyahu Hoffmann (Torah.org)

One Seder night, the holy Rebbe R' Yissachar Dov of Belz was
walking through the alleyways of his town Belz. As he passed by
the house of a simple yet G-d-fearing Jew, he stopped by the
window to listen in on his Seder. He overheard the Jew saying the
section of the Haggadah which establishes the correct time to
remember the Exodus:

"One might think that the obligation to discuss the Exodus
commences with the first day of the month of Nissan... therefore
the Torah adds (Shemos 13:8), 'It is because of this that Hashem
did so for me when I went out of Egypt," [the pronoun this implies
something tangible, leading us to conclude that] I have
commanded you [to discuss the Exodus] only when matzah and
maror are lying before you [at the Seder]."
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The simple Jew, it seems, was not very learned. Instead of saying,
"I have commanded you only when matzah and maror lie
(munachim) before you," he said, "I have commanded you only
when matzah and maror are mechutanim before you." It was all his
disciples could do not to break out laughing. Yet to their surprise,
R' Yissachar Dov took his blunder quite seriously. After pondering
the simple Jew's words for a moment, he remarked, "Indeed,
matzah and maror are mechutanim!" Seeing his disciples'
amazement, he related the following story.

Reb Zelig was a rich and important Jew who's daughter's time had
come to marry. Her father searched far and wide for a young man
worthy to take his daughter's hand in marriage, yet it seemed that
every boy he met just didn't suit the bill.

One day, while travelling on business, he came across a young
man sitting and learning in beis ha-midrash. At first, R' Zelig was
put off by the boy's shoddy clothes and impoverished
appearance. The more they spoke, however, the more impressed
he became. "This young man is a diamond in the rough," he
thought to himself. R' Zelig wasted no time, and immediately
arranged a shidduch, with a date for the wedding to be arranged
later.

So excited was R' Zelig by his chassan that he began to become
paranoid lest someone else "discover" him and steal from him his
catch. He sent an urgent telegram to the young chassan. "Come
right away," it said, "the wedding must take place immediately! Do
not worry about clothing or wedding expenses, I will take care of
everything."

Alarmed, the chassan promptly gathered his meagre
possessions, and travelled to the city of the kallah. When he
arrived, he was whisked off to the tailor to have a new suit made
for the chassunah. The tailor was instructed save the chassan's old
torn suit for the father of the kallah, who was footing the bill. Then,
not even taking the time to prepare a lavish wedding banquet, as
would normally befit a man such as R' Zelig, a hasty chassunah
took place.

In later years, when R' Zelig's son-in-law disagreed with him, or
refused to take his advice, R' Zelig would go to his closet and
remove the old, tattered clothing his son-in-law had worn before
marrying his daughter. "You forget," he would say, "that I'm the one
who made you what you are today. Look at your regal clothing -
this is what you used to wear!"

Not to be outdone, R' Zelig's son-in-law had his own trick up his
sleeve. He had put aside a stale piece of bread from the hastily
prepared leftovers which had been served at his chassunah meal,
saving it for just such an occasion. Taking it out, he would say, "Ah,
but you too forget just how anxious you were to have me as your
son-in-law. Why, you didn't even take the time to prepare a normal
meal - you just couldn't wait!"

“So, you see," said the Belzer Rebbe, "they were mechutanim worthy of
one another." "The same discussion," concluded the Rebbe, "takes
place between the Jewish nation and Hashem on the Seder night.
Hashem, so to speak, takes out the maror, showing it to us. 'You see,' He
tells us, 'this is how bitter your lives were before I took you out of
Mitzrayim. Without Me, you would still be there!' But, not to be had, we
too have what to say. We take out the unleavened matzos before
Hashem, as if to say to him, 'Ah, but remember the rush You were in to
have us as your nation. Why, you couldn't even wait until our bread had
time to bake!' Indeed, matzah and maror are the finest of mechutanim."
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Ohr Yerushalayim - Winter Highlights
It has been an exciting few months for the Kehilla as we have settled into
to our beautiful new building.

The new building, including the lovely Beis HaMedrash, the well
stocked Shiur Rooms and the beautiful function hall, has allowed our
events to thrive and expand at every opportunity.

Set out below are just some of the highlights that have taken place over
the winter months at the Shul:

A few months ago, a group of young teenage girls from the Shul set up
a Shabbos group for the young children of the Kehilla which takes place
during Leyning and the Rov's Drosho on Shabbos Morning. This has
proved very popular and regularly attracts 20 children or more and
takes place in the upstairs Hall.

We celebrated Chanukah in exciting fashion with a Chanukah Family
Extravaganza, which included an afternoon of exciting events run by
professional circus performers, Shooting Stars Circus Skills workshop.

The activities on offer, for the more than 100 children who attended,
included tightrope walking, stilt walking, unicycles, juggling and diablo.

The event was followed by a special children's Chanukah lighting
between Mincha and Maariv at which guest speaker, Rabbi Eli Cohen,
spoke to the children about the message of Chanukah and the Rov, Reb
Berel, then handed out treats to all the children.

This winter the Shul enjoyed another very popular Ohr Yerushalayim
Motsei Shabbos Ovos Ubonim program. Over 60 fathers and sons
joined together throughout the winter months, the Shul's wonderful
new premises complimenting the atmosphere of learning.

The Ovos UBonim program culminated in a magnificent prize giving
Melave Malka, with live music and guest speakers.

The Beis Hamedrash program has seen significant growth, with two
regular Gemorrah Shiurim in addition to nightly Chavrusoh learning, all
under the auspices of the Shul's Rosh Beis Hamedrash, Rabbi Yehuda
Pearlman. In addition to these regular Shiurim and wide and varied
program of special interest speakers, a new Gemorrah Shiur was
recently introduced. Led by King David School teacher, Rabbi Johnny
Goodman, this Shiur is for those people looking to establish a
foundation in Gemorrah. This new addition has prompted exceptional
levels of interest, with over 25 in regular attendance, from both the Shul
membership, and the wider Kehillah.

A highly successful Ladies Learning Program was launched by the ladies
of the Kehilla, following the move into the new building. This takes place
on Sunday evenings and the usual format is for Chavrusah learning for
the first 45 minutes, followed by a Guest Speaker. A special Series for
Ladies was recently held on the subject of "Inner Beauty - Rediscovering
The Essence of Jewish Womanhood". A series of 3 Shiurim were given
by the Rov and Rebbetzin Cathy Stamler which attracted between 50
and 100 ladies to each talk and further complimented the Ladies
learning Program at Ohr Yerushalayim

Over the past few years, the Beis HaMedrash Committee have
established a very popular series of Shiurim from guest speakers on
Sunday nights. The latest series included three insightful, thoughtful and
challenging Mussar Shiurim from international speaker, Rabbi YY
Rubinstein. Linking with his CD series, Rabbi YY stimulated the 60 plus
crowd with deep, text based insights into the human psyche and
highlighted practical ways for improving interpersonal relationships and
self-esteem.

Taking a completely different subject, but providing equally penetrating
insights, Rabbi Moshe Kupetz combined his encyclopaedic
knowledge of Meforshim and Midrashim to bring Megillas Esther even
more to life. Rabbi Kupetz’s Megillos series never fails to emphasise
how much more meaning there is behind even the most seemingly
simple Posuk.

Children's Shabbos Group

Family Chanukah Party

Ovos Ubonim

Nightly Beis HaMedrah Program
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Rabbi YY Rubinstein's Mussar Series
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Which shevet tried to leave Mitzrayim early and as a result a

large percentage of the shevet died
When is a person obligated to see himself as if he/she left

Mitzrayim?
According to the pasuk, the words refer to this

According to the pasuk, the words refer to this

plague
Whose opinion do we follow when doing Korech?

Dipping utensils in boiling water to kasher them for Pesach is

called?
3 (of 4) of the things that Bnei Yisrael did which are implied by the

words in the Chumash regarding Bikkurim, which we say

at the beginning of Maggid

Cost of a young goat was two of these?

According to Rebbi Akiva each plague in Mitzrayim contained

within it how many plagues?

refers to  _________

We do because of the halacha that when we do this to fruit

or vegetables we must wash What is 'this'?

Where did Paro have Jewish male babies thrown?

There are 11 of these

The word used by the Chachamim to learn out that the mitzvah of

remembering Yitzias Mitzrayim will even apply during the times of
Moshiach

According to the pasuk, Bnei Yisrael eat matzah because “They

baked the dough, that they took out of Mitzrayim, into matzah
cakes, because when they were sent out of Mitzrayim they were
not allowed ___________.”

The avodas parech began when this person died

What types of cities did Bnei Yisrael build when they were slaves?

What did Hashem hear (from Bnei Yisrael) that made Him

remember the bris He made with Avraham, Yitzchak and Yaakov?

The Haggadah says that these were among what were killed

during the plague of

These people are not allowed to eat the Korbon Pesach.

This was one of the cities that Bnei Yisrael built when they were

slaves

Bnei Yisrael were not allowed or able to take this with them when

they left Mitzrayim.

What do we lift up when we begin Maggid (Ha lachma anya)?

We eat marror because the Egyptians embittered our lives with

avodah __________.

The Korbon Pesach can be shechted anywhere in the Azara of the

Bais HaMikdash (or Mishkan) because it is considered to be____.

Yaakov and his family went down to Mitzrayim because of this in

Eretz Canaan.

Who did the Malach Hamavess kill for killing the ox that drank the

water?

Moshe's staff turned into this at the sneh (burning bush) and

before Paro
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